
On Sunday morning there was a light southwest wind in the West Baldwin valley for
competitors of the final races in Watling Streetworks Winter January series for the
‘Shipyard Trophy’.

It was thought that it would be a race off between Peter Cope and Teddy Dunn but
both were at the Weymouth & Portland Sailing Academy racing 420 Dinghies. Peter
crewing for Arwen Fflur and Teddy with Imogen Wade coming a very respectable
19th and 10th overall in the super competitive 35 boat fleet.

With only Teddy being in a position to catch Peter on points with the two discards
coming into effect Peter takes the series overall win even though he was over 300
miles away.

With the young hot shots away (presumably improving their skills further) it gave a
chance for the slightly older generations to shine and it flipped completely the other
way.

The light breeze definitely helped those who had gambled on using their larger rig,
the D- Zero’s of Andrew Dean and Mike Swales, the large sails of the Olympic Finns
of Keith Holden and Jerry Colman, a stark contrast to the previous week!

Andrew Dean (D-Zero) took advantage of some good lifts on the beat in the first race
to secure the win, with the slightly younger Jerry Colman (Finn) second and the
much younger Simon Pressly third in his Radial Laser.

In the second race Andrew, although first on the water, chased by Mike Swales had
to bow out to seniority with Keith Holden taking the top slot in his Finn.  Andrew
came second with Simon once again after correction, third with only seconds
separating them all in a very tight race.

Full results can be found on the Manx Sailing & Cruising Club website with some
pictures on our Facebook page. The new February series starts next week 30th
January.

MS&CC would like to thank Keith Poole for Race Officer duties and to Peter
Hoosen-Owen and Andy Done for Patrol Boat duties.


